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By studying the resonant tunneling of electrons through self-assembled ring-shaped �InGa�As quantum dots
embedded in the quantum well of an �AlGa�As/GaAs/ �AlGa�As heterostructure, we find evidence for the
existence of excited states of the quantum dots which exhibit a 2pz-like character along the growth direction z.
The states are investigated by magnetotunneling spectroscopy with magnetic fields applied parallel and per-
pendicular to z.
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In self-assembled semiconductor quantum dots �QDs�,
carriers are confined in all three spatial dimensions. This
leads to a spectrum of discrete energy levels, similar to that
of atoms.1–7 The analogy with atoms is strengthened by the
observation of excitonic and electronic states with s-, p-, and
d-like character, all of which have been observed in optical6

and tunneling8,9 spectroscopy studies. In addition, optical
pumping experiments have provided evidence for shell-like
filling of the electronic orbitals.6 However, in contrast to a
real atom, a QD has a highly anisotropic confining potential,
since its dimensions in the plane of growth �the wetting layer
plane x-y� are typically an order of magnitude larger than
that along the growth direction �z�. Hence spectroscopic in-
vestigations have been restricted mainly to states for which
the excitations are confined to the x-y plane.

In this paper, we study the electronic properties of QDs
with an unusual ring-shape morphology, which can be gen-
erated under special growth conditions. We report experi-
mental evidence for the presence of excited QD states with a
2pz-like character. States with 2pz character have been ob-
served previously for Si donors in a GaAs QW.10 For this
study we use resonant tunneling heterostructure diodes in
which a single layer of self-assembled �InGa�As quantum
dots is embedded in an �AlGa�As/GaAs/ �AlGa�As quantum
well. The 2pz-like quasibound states are revealed by the pres-
ence of additional resonant peaks in the tunnel current. By
combining photoluminescence and magnetotunneling spec-
troscopy with magnetic field B applied along z and in the
x-y plane, we show that these resonances correspond to elec-
tron tunneling into 2pz-like states with binding energies in
the range 5–30 meV below the edge of the continuum of the
first excited two-dimensional �2D� subband of the GaAs QW.

Despite the ring-shape structure of the dots, we find no evi-
dence in our tunneling data for states showing Aharonov-
Bohm character.

Our device is a GaAs/Al0.4Ga0.6As double barrier elec-
tron resonant tunneling diode �RTD� grown by molecular
beam epitaxy �MBE� on a �100�-oriented n+ GaAs substrate.
The conduction band profile of the device and the QD energy
levels are shown schematically in Fig. 1�a�. Two 8-nm-thick
Al0.4Ga0.6As tunnel barriers define a 10-nm-thick GaAs QW,
which contains a layer of �InGa�As QDs. Undoped GaAs
spacer layers of width 50 nm separate the Al0.4Ga0.6As bar-
riers from lightly n-doped �n=2�1017 cm−3� GaAs layers of
width 50 nm. Two 0.4 �m n+ Si-doped GaAs layers form the
outer electrical contacts of the device. The QW and QD lay-
ers were prepared as follows: after the growth of the first half
of the QW, 1.85 monolayers of InAs were deposited to form
the QD layer. The dots were then capped with 2 nm of GaAs
and annealed for 90 s in an As2 atmosphere. The GaAs
growth was then resumed and the remaining 3 nm of the
well was grown. This procedure leads to the transformation
of the InAs layer into �InGa�As ring-shaped dot structures,
which are commonly referred to as quantum rings �QRs�.11

For comparison, experiments were also carried out on a con-
trol sample �C sample�, grown with the same structure as the
QD sample but without the InAs layer. The structures were
processed into mesas with diameters between 50 and
200 �m, with an anular metallic top contact layer to provide
optical access.

Atomic force microscope images of similarly prepared
uncapped ring-shaped QD layers �with the growth terminated
after the annealing stage� reveal a QD density of 7
�109 cm−2, see inset of Fig. 1�a�. Cross-sectional scanning
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tunneling microscope �XSTM� images of similarly GaAs-
capped ring-shaped QDs indicate a lateral diameter of
�20 nm and a height of 3 nm �Fig. 1�b��.12 Ring-shaped
QDs have shown a very high intraband oscillator strength13

and a large excitonic electric dipole.14 Capacitance-voltage
experiments in magnetic fields have also provided some evi-
dence of Aharonov-Bohm states, related to magnetic flux
quantization in the ring-shaped structure.15

Figure 2 compares the current-voltage characteristics,
I�V�, of the QD and C samples, measured on 50 �m mesas.
The C sample exhibits two strong resonant peaks in both

forward and reverse bias, corresponding to electron tunnel-
ing into the E1 and E2 two-dimensional �2D� subbands of the
QW �Fig. 1�a��. Some of the features of the QD sample are
typical of RTDs incorporating QDs. For example, the current
in the QD sample is approximately one order of magnitude
lower than in the C sample.9 This is attributed to the fact that
most of the electrons that tunnel into the QW relax down to
the lower energy states of the QDs. They then tunnel into the
collector through the second barrier which has a relatively
large height and low transmission coefficient. Secondly, the
resonant peak at ±0.1 V observed in the I�V� curve of the C
sample, which arises from resonant tunneling of electrons
into the lowest QW subband, E1, appears as a much weaker
shoulder at ±0.1 V �indicated by the downward arrows in
Fig. 2� in the I�V� of the QD sample. We attribute this shoul-
der to resonant tunneling into the lowest energy 2D subband
of the QW which is formed by the combination of the re-
sidual �InGa�As wetting layer �WL� potential and the
GaAs/Al0.4Ga0.6As QW potential. In the QD sample, the dis-
order associated with the QD layer disrupts the low k states
of the WL subband and tends to broaden and suppress the
associated resonance in I�V�.16 Evidence for this attribution
is provided by the magnetic field dependence of the I�V�
curves as described later in the paper.

In forward bias, the QD sample shows a strong resonance
associated with tunneling into the second QW subband E2.
The corresponding peak in reverse bias is much weaker. A
resonant peak for bias �−1.7 V is also observed in the I�V�
of the QD sample. We attribute this to resonant tunneling of
electrons into the highest QW subband, E3. In the C sample,
the E3 subband is expected to be too high in energy to be
revealed in I�V�. In contrast, the introduction of the InAs
layer lowers the energy of the E3 subband below the top of
the barriers, giving rise to a resonant peak in I�V�.

We have examined the low bias-low current �1–100 pA�
part of the I�V� characteristics in some detail but found no
evidence of peaks corresponding to resonant tunneling into
the ground states of the QDs, which have been reported pre-
viously in other resonant tunneling devices incorporating
QDs.8,9,17,18 We attribute this to the fact that the energy levels
of the QD ground states lie below the chemical potential in
the emitter at all biases so energy-conserving tunneling tran-
sitions through the dots are not allowed.

We now focus on the most striking feature of the I�V�
characteristics of the QD sample, namely the presence of
four additional resonant peaks in reverse bias, in the range
between the E1 and the E2 subband resonant peaks. We have
measured the I�V� curves of 30 different mesas with different
diameters, taken from different sections of the 5 cm diameter
MBE wafer. We observe this series of additional resonant
peaks in all 30 mesas. Moreover, all of the mesas have es-
sentially identical current-density characteristics, J�V�, when
the measured current is divided by the cross-sectional area of
the mesas. This result indicates that the peaks are due to a
macroscopic property of the MBE wafer and not to local or
mesoscopic effects of a given mesa.

The inset of Fig. 2 shows the quantum dot photolumines-
cence �PL� spectrum obtained at zero bias, with excitation by
the 632.8 nm line of a HeNe laser. The PL spectrum consists

FIG. 1. �a� Schematic conduction-band profile under bias of our
RTD incorporating ring-shaped �InGa�As QDs. The right inset in-
dicates the wave-function symmetry of the 1s �bottom� and 2pz

�top� quasibound states of the QDs. Upper inset: AFM image of
uncapped ring-shaped QDs. �b� XSTM image �50 � 17 nm� of a
capped ring-shaped QD. The light areas are In-rich. The atomic
layers are fully resolved.

FIG. 2. I�V� characteristics at T=4.2 K of the QD and control
�C� samples. The inset shows the photoluminescence spectrum at
T=10 K measured at zero bias for the QD sample.
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of four main components indicated by upward arrows in the
inset. The overall spectral shape is independent of the exci-
tation power �0.1–100 W cm−2�, which suggests that these
bands do not arise from higher energy levels due to state
filling or electron charging effects. We therefore attribute the
PL features to ground state-to-ground state interband transi-
tions from a multimodal distribution of QDs consisting of
four different sizes and/or composition. Evidence of a similar
multimodal distribution of QDs has been reported recently.19

It can be seen that the energy spacing between the peaks
in PL is roughly proportional to the energy spacing of peaks
A to D in the I�V� curves. A one-to-one correspondence can
be made between the PL components and peaks A to D, and
it suggests that each of the peaks in I�V� is associated with
one of the four sets of dot distributions indicated by the PL
spectrum.

In order to study the character of peaks A to D we use
magnetotunneling spectroscopy �MTS�. In MTS, a magnetic
field is applied parallel to the QW plane and is used to tune
the in-plane momentum �k of the tunneling carrier �electron
or hole�; the energy of the tunneling electron is adjusted by
the applied bias. By studying the dependence of the voltage
position of the resonant peaks in I�V� as a function of in-
plane magnetic field, Bxy, the energy-wave-vector dispersion
curve, ��k�, of the QW can be mapped.20 Also for tunneling
into localized states in the QW, the dependence of the am-
plitude of the resonant peaks on Bxy provides a powerful
means for imaging the electron wave function.8,9

Figure 3�a� shows the effect on the I�V� curves of Bxy.
With increasing Bxy, the weak shoulder associated with elec-
tron tunneling into the wetting layer subband E1 develops
into a well-defined resonant peak, as has been reported in
earlier experiments on RTDs incorporating QDs.16 The mag-
netic field Bxy provides the tunneling electrons with an in-
plane momentum �k=eBxy�s, where �s is the tunneling dis-
tance �see Fig. 1�a��. The additional kinetic energy associated
with this momentum is provided by the applied bias. At suf-
ficiently large values of k ��108 m−1� the QD-induced dis-
order has less effect on the E1 subband states and the reso-
nant tunneling peak in I�V� is restored. Also note that all of
the resonances shift to higher negative bias with increasing
Bxy. However, while the amplitude of the E1 resonance in-
creases as expected for tunneling into a QW subband,16,20

that of peaks A to D falls off with increasing Bxy and, at
11 T, the peaks are barely visible in I�V�.

The I�V� curves measured in magnetic field Bz, applied
parallel to the growth direction �see Fig. 3�b�� also reveal the
difference in character of peaks A to D compared to peak E1.
Peaks A to D are only slightly affected by Bz, whereas the E1
resonance splits due to the formation of Landau levels �LLs�
in the QW. An extra peak due to resonant tunneling of elec-
trons from the emitter into the second �N=1� LL appears for
Bz�18 T, in addition to the principal resonance associated
with N=0 �arrows in Fig. 3�b��.

The absence of LL splitting for peaks A to D with increas-
ing Bz indicates that they are due to electron tunneling into
localized states rather than into bandlike states. This is sup-
ported by the observation of a decrease in amplitude of these
peaks with increasing Bxy, which has been observed and in-

vestigated in detail for electron tunneling into conventional
self-assembled quantum dots9 and impurity states.21 The in-
set of Fig. 3�a� shows the dependence of the amplitude of the
differential conductance �G=dI /dV� on Bxy for peak A.
Peaks B, C, and D show similar dependence. The monotonic
Gaussian-like decrease of the amplitude with increasing Bxy
effectively maps out the square of the amplitude ���k��2 of
the eigenfunctions in k-space �where k is in the quantum well
plane�. This indicates that the wave functions of these states
have no nodes along x-y. At Bxy �5 T, the amplitude of each
peak decreases to one half of its zero field value. This indi-
cates that the wave function has a typical spatial extent �full
width at half maximum� along x-y of 10 nm.9 Consistent
with the Gaussian shape of the wave function along x-y, the
lack of any peak splitting with increasing Bz indicates the
absence of an orbital Zeeman effect and that the localized
states have orbital angular momentum component ��z�=0.

To determine the energy, magnetic field dependence, and
character of the states associated with peaks A to D, we need
to consider the way in which the applied voltage is distrib-
uted across the device. We define an electrostatic leverage
factor, f , as the ratio between the total applied voltage V and
the portion V1 dropped between the emitter and the center of

FIG. 3. I�V� curves for QD sample at different magnetic fields.
�a� The field Bxy is applied parallel to the QW plane. Bxy is in-
creased from 0 �bottom curve� to 11 T �top curve� in 1 T steps. The
inset shows the dependence of the amplitude of the differential
conductance �G=dI /dV� on Bxy for peak A. �b� The field Bz is
perpendicular to the QW plane. Bz is increased from 0 �bottom
curve� to 30 T �top curve� in 2 T steps. In both panels the curves
are displaced along the vertical axis for clarity.
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the QW, f =V /V1. This ratio is determined partly by the ge-
ometry of the device, but is also bias-dependent as it is in-
fluenced by the charge accumulated in the QW.22 For ex-
ample, when electrons start tunneling out of the emitter,
electron charge builds up in the QW and effectively pins the
Fermi level in the emitter to the resonant state in the QW, so
that most of the additional applied bias is dropped between
the well and the collector. This pinning persists up to the bias
point at which the QW discharges and the device switches to
an off-resonant state.

The effect on f of the charge build-up in the QW can be
determined from experiment by analyzing the magneto-
oscillations in the current as a function of Bz for fixed ap-
plied bias.22 Figure 4�a� shows a typical plot of the differen-
tial magnetocurrent �I /�Bz vs Bz, measured for an applied
bias of −0.6 V. The curve exhibits two series of magneto-
oscillations, each with well-defined period ��Bz

−1�. Figure
4�b� shows the Fourier spectrum of these magneto-
oscillations, revealing two clear peaks. We define a funda-
mental magnetic field Bf for each series given by Bf

−1

=��Bz
−1�.

The series of magneto-oscillations at low magnetic fields

with a small Bf =Bf
AL, indicated by downward arrows in Fig.

4�a�, arises from sequential depopulation with increasing Bz
of the LLs of the degenerate two-dimensional electron gas in
the emitter accumulation layer. For a fixed applied bias, the
Bf

AL value gives us the sheet density ns of the electron in the
emitter accumulation layer according to the relation

ns�V� = 2eBf
AL�V�/h . �1�

The magneto-oscillations at higher magnetic fields, indi-
cated by upward arrows in Fig. 4�a�, are due to electrons
tunneling from the emitter accumulation layer E0 into the
LLs associated with the E1 subband of the QW. At constant
bias and with increasing Bz, a resonant feature appears in the
current when the following energy conservation condition is
satisfied:

E0 − E1 = N�eBz/mc + ��	LO� . �2�

Here mc is the in-plane �or cyclotron� mass in the QW, N
is an integer, and the term in brackets indicates the possibil-
ity of the emission of a longitudinal optical �LO� phonon in
the tunneling transition. This series is also periodic in 1/B
with a fundamental field

Bf
QW�V� = �E0 − E1�mc/�e , �3�

for the case when no LO phonons are emitted. Since �E0

−E1� /e is the voltage drop across the effective width �s of
the first tunnel barrier, the electrostatic leverage of the device
is simply f =mcV /Bf

QW�V�. It is also interesting to note that
since �E0−E1� depends linearly on ns, the values of Bf

QW and
Bf

AL obey the simple relation

�Bf
QW/�Bf

AL = e2mc�s/
��0�2 = 4�s/a0, �4�

where a0=10 nm is the Bohr radius in GaAs. A simple elec-
trostatic model based on the Fang-Howard variational wave
function gives the effective tunnel distance from the emitter
into the QW, �s=26 nm at V=−1 V, so that �Bf

QW /�Bf
AL

	10. This relation agrees with the experimental value over
the full bias range.

At low bias ��0.5 V�, the measured value of Bf
QW gives

f �4, which agrees with that determined by a simple elec-
trostatic model and the layer composition of our device. For
higher biases, corresponding to resonances A to D, Bf

QW in-
creases more slowly with V, thus indicating charge build-up
in the QW and a larger value of f �f �10 at V=−1 V�. The
large jump in the measured value of Bf

QW and Bf
AL at a voltage

of �−1.4 V, where the current falls abruptly just beyond the
resonant peak E2, indicates the discharge of electrons from
the QW and the corresponding increase in ns, which is re-
quired to maintain the voltage drop across the device.

This analysis allows us to convert the voltage position of
different resonances in I�V� into an energy scale for the elec-
tron states in the QW. Figure 5�a� shows the magnetic field
dependence of the energy of the quantum states associated
with the resonant features in I�V� for B perpendicular to z.
Two features of these plots are noteworthy. First, the para-
bolic shift of E1 to higher energies with increasing Bxy, i.e.,
increasing k, indicates that this feature corresponds to tunnel-
ing into energy-dispersed k states of the QW subband �see

FIG. 4. �a� �I /�Bz curve measured for V=−0.6 V in the QD
sample. Two series of magneto-oscillations are observed, indicated
by upward and downward arrows. �b� Fourier spectrum of the
magneto-oscillations in �a� plotted as a function of the fundamental
field Bf, as described in the text. The two series of magneto-
oscillations revealed by the Fourier spectrum have fundamental
fields, Bf

QW and Bf
AL. �c� Voltage dependence of Bf

QW and Bf
AL. The

I�V� curve at Bz=0 is shown for comparison.
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continuous line in Fig. 5�a��. The magnitude of the energy
shift �� is described by the relation ��=�2k2 /2mc, where
k=eBxy�s /� and �s�26 nm is the effective tunneling dis-
tance. Second, peaks A to D have a much smaller shift with
Bxy, which is consistent with the small increase in diamag-
netic energy of bound states confined in the QD potential
along the z direction. The diamagnetic shift in energy is eB2

��z2� /2mQD, where �z=z−z0, z0 is the mean position of the
bound electron along z, and mQD is the effective mass for the
dot. By assuming a value of mQD ranging between that for
bulk GaAs and InAs, we obtain a value of ��z2�1/2 between 4
and 7 nm. This is larger than the height of the QD along z
�3 nm� and indicates that the electron wave function for
these states extends well beyond the physical boundaries of
the dot. We do not observe any indication of in-plane ani-
sotropy, since changing the in-plane orientation of Bxy does
not affect the shape of the I�V� curve.

Additional useful information can be obtained from the
data shown in Fig. 5�b�, where the energy positions of the
resonant states are plotted against Bz. This orientation of the
magnetic field gives rise to LL splitting and should lift any
orbital angular momentum degeneracy of bound states with
an energy splitting �	c
16.5 meV at Bz=10 T. We have
already alluded to the LL splitting of the E1 subband. The
magnitude of the LL splitting gives an effective in-plane cy-
clotron mass mc
0.07 m0. This value agrees with that ex-
pected for bulk GaAs and provides additional support of our
analysis of the electrostatic leverage factor. Furthermore, we
note that the upper N=1 LL appears to show a weak anti-
crossing with the QD state associated with the resonance A.

The crossover of amplitudes of these two states with increas-
ing Bz, which is characteristic of quantum interaction, is evi-
dent from Fig. 5�c�. The magnitude of the anticrossing en-
ergy suggests that the coupling of the cyclotron motion with
the z-motion is relatively small ���	c at the anticrossing
point�.

Based on this analysis of the data we can now build up a
model for the electronic states in the QW. The four additional
resonances A to D in I�V� and the four component-PL spectra
indicate a multimodal distribution of QD sizes, distributed
into four main size groups. We propose that peaks A to D
arise from resonant tunneling of electrons into discrete ex-
cited state energy levels associated with the QDs. These
states are well above the edge of the E1 subband but are
quasibound with respect to the edge of the E2 QW subband
with a small binding energy ��30 meV�. Their eigenfunc-
tions have 2pz-like ��z=0� character, and would therefore
have two lobes along z, as indicated schematically in Fig.
1�a�. The corresponding electronic 1s ground states of the
QDs are bound at larger energies ��100 meV� with respect
to the edge of E1.

A puzzling aspect of the I�V� curves is the asymmetry
with respect to bias and the complete absence of the resonant
peaks in forward bias corresponding to A, B, C, and D. Note
that the E2 resonance in forward bias in the QD sample is as
well-defined as in the control sample, indicating that the
InAs QD layer produces a negligible effect on the E2 states
at this bias. We suggest that, in this case, the node of the
eigenfunction is very close to the InAs layer so that the per-
turbation on the electron tunneling into E2 is minimal �see
Fig. 6�. In contrast, a reverse bias acts to shift the wave
function away from the InAs layer. In this case, the probabil-
ity density of the wave functions at the InAs layer could be
sufficient to lead to weak binding of the 2pz-like states to the
QDs �see Fig. 6�. The perturbing effect of the InAs layer
could also explain the observed significant reduction of the
amplitude of the E2 resonance in reverse bias, as a sizeable
fraction of the area of the heterostructure is influenced by the
QD potential. This is evident from the AFM and XSTM im-
ages �Fig. 1�a��. Therefore the number of pure E2-subband

FIG. 5. �a� and �b� Dependence of the energies of the electron
states in the QW on �a� Bxy and �b� Bz as measured relative to the
edge of the E1 subband. �c� Detail of the differential conductance of
the QD sample showing the anticrossing between the N=1 Landau
level peak and peak A.

FIG. 6. Diagram showing the possible effect of reverse and
forward bias on the E2 subband. The probability density is obtained
from an effective mass calculation of the energy eigenstates of a
10-nm-thick GaAs/Al0.4Ga0.6As QW in the presence of a forward
and reverse electric field corresponding to that of our experiment.
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k-states available for resonant tunneling is reduced.
The observation of the 2pz-like states is not strictly related

to the ring shape of the QDs and could be also revealed in
conventional QDs, in principle. However, the QDs consid-
ered in this work appear to be distributed into four distinct
and narrow energy ranges of a multimodal distribution,
which we believe facilitates the observation of well-defined
resonances in the current-voltage characteristics. In addition,
the quantum rings extend significantly along the z direction
�their height is about 3 nm�, which should lead to a strong
perturbation of the first excited state of the well and the
formation of bound 2pz-like states.

To summarize, we have investigated the electronic prop-
erties of ring-shaped self-assembled quantum dots using
magnetotunneling and photoluminescence spectroscopy. We
observe unusual resonant features in the current-voltage
characteristics and provide evidence that they arise from

electron tunneling into quasibound quantum dot states with
2pz-like character. These states have ��z�=0. Despite the
ringlike shape of the dots, there is no evidence of magnetic
flux quantization effects in the magnetotunneling spectra.
Resonant voltage-controlled filling of these excited states
could provide a means of exciting infrared intraband transi-
tions of QDs.
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